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Superstrings with critical dimension two and two real bosonic spacetime coordinates may serve as
useful toy models for the study of string properties. %'e present details of several such toy super-
strings including open, closed, and heterotic models. Conformal methods are used to establish the
spectrum and dimensionality. The spin fields are provided and Becchi-Rouet-Stora-Tyutin- (BRST-)
invariant vertex operators are constructed. Four-point tree-level and four-point one-loop ampli-
tudes in these models are obtained. The closed and heterotic toy superstrings are shown to be
modular invariant to this order.

I. INTRODUCTION

Superstring theory' is a rich and deep mathematical
structure with important potential applications to
theoretical physics. It provides an approach that may be
consistent at the quantum level to the unification of all
fundamental forces and particles.

As prime candidates for a unified theory of nature in-
corporating quantum gravity, superstring theories are
evidently highly complex. Part of the complexity stems
from the infinite number of particle states involved. The
large number of dimensions that occurs further compli-
cates the study of string physics. The critical dimension
for superstring theories is ten, while that for bosonic
strings is 26. Most mathematical tools available are
inadequate for a nonperturbative investigation.

The development of toy superstring models that have
at least some of the aspects of ten-dimensional super-
string theories may yield insights into the physics of the
latter. One goal of this paper is to establish several such
models.

The key idea we have used in the construction of toy
superstrings is to restrict ourselves to two real spacetime
dimensions. Calculations in two dimensions are typically
much easier than in higher dimensions. An added benefit
is that the spectra of such toy superstrings in some cases
contain a finite number of particles. We are anticipating
the possibility of addressing questions with the toy mod-
els that are of great interest but that in higher-
dimensional superstrings would involve prohibitive calcu-
lations. The answers to such questions might prove clues
to the behavior and nature of ten-dimensional super-
strings.

An open superstring theory with critical dimension
two has previously been presented in the literature.
The model has N =2 supersymmetry. There are two sets
of spacetime bosons: X" and Y". The presence of four
bosonic coordinates in a theory with SO(1,1) as Lorentz
group means that the interpretation of the model is sub-
tle. For example, the coordinates are naturally treated as

complex, as are the momenta. An attempt has been made
to reinterpret this model as a four-dimensional theory in
Ref. 6. It has also been used to explain the origin of the
world sheet in higher-dimensional superstrings.

In addition to the open superstring, further two-
dimensional models are possible. A closed superstring is
naturally constructed from the action of the open one by
imposing the standard closed-string boundary conditions.
Closed-supe rstrin'g models with generalized boundary
conditions have been considered in Refs. 8 and 9. The
existence of other simple theories is suggested by require-
ments of conformal anomaly cancellation. ' These mod-
els include heterotic strings with (2,0) or (2, 1) world-sheet
supersymmetry; in fact, the possibility of heterotic strings
with critical dimension two was noted in Ref. 11. Prop-
erties of some models with (2,0) world-sheet supersym-
metry have been explored in Ref. 7. Further possibilities
include compactified models in higher critical dimen-
sions.

Motivated by the desire for toy superstring theories
without interpretational difficulties, we seek models with
critical dimension two that have only two real bosonic
coordinates playing the role of spacetime dimensions.
Models of this type may be constructed from some of the
ones mentioned above by requiring compactification of
the Y directions. We take the radius of compactification
to zero wherever the resulting projection is compatible
with modular invariance. Furthermore, we restrict our
closed-string models to the sectors periodic in the bosonic
coordinates X and Y. These procedures allow an inter-
pretation of two-dimensional superstring models that is'

both tractable and suited to our purposes. The resulting
models are somewhat different from the N=2 super-
strings with critical dimension two that have previously
been discussed in the literature.

The compactification projection may be imposed by
the following prescription. Take the Y coordinates to be
valued on a torus of radius e, defined as the quotient of
R by a lattice Ao. The corresponding Y momenta are
thus quantized in multiples of 1/e. In the limit as e tends
to zero, we allow only states with finite energies to play
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the role of in or out states in the quantum scattering
problem. In effect, this compactification restricts the Y
momenta of all states to be zero and thus imposes transla-
tional invariance in the Y directions. Note, however, that
caution is needed in the computation of loop amplitudes
because there ean be residual effects from the states with
infinite energies. Note also that for our heterotic models
the limit of zero Y momenta cannot be imposed: modu-
lar in variance requires a finite and fixed radius of
compactification. These points are discussed in more de-
tail in Sec. IV.

In this paper, we formulate several toy superstrings
and study their basic properties. The models discussed
include oriented and unoriented open superstrings both
with and without Paton-Chan factors, ' closed super-
strings, and (2,0) heterotic strings. In Sec. II these mod-
els are presented. The analysis of the spectrum and
dimensionality for each toy model is performed using
conformal techniques. The vertex operators discussed in-
clude ones for the scalar and spin-field vertices. Section
III contains the derivation of tree-level scattering ampli-
tudes for the models. In Sec. IV four-point one-loop am-
plitudes are studied. The closed and heterotic toy super-
string amplitudes are shown to be modular invariant to
this order. Section V concludes.

We remark that wherever possible we have followed
the notation of Ref. 2. In particular, the two-dimensional
metric is goo= —1, g» =1 and the two-dimensional gam-
ma matrices p" are p =o. , p'=I'. 0'. Note also that vari-
ous authors use different definitions of Neveu-Schwarz
(NS) and Ramond (R) sectors; we refer to the scalar-field
sector as NS and the spin-field one as R.

The choice of boundary conditions specifies the string
model. A consistent set of boundary conditions for the
open string is

at o'=0, P~=R~"f" at cr'=~,
(2.4)

Xan
1 —in crX(o )=q +p cr +i g cos(na')e

n~O

Yan
1 inCTY(cr)=q +p cr +i g cos(no')e

n~O

(a )— Q b Je lP(o' +(T )= 1

2 r EX+1/2

(2.5)

Canonical quantization of the string coordinates X, Y,
and P results in the nonvanishing commutation relations

where the components of p are deiioted as p and p+
and where R

&
&O(2) rotates the coordinates by an angle

The determinant of R& distinguishes between the Ra-
mond (R) and the Neveu-Schwarz (NS) sectors, being —1

for the former and +1 for the latter. Within each sector
diff'erent choices of P yield equivalent descriptions of the
theory, related by an SO(2) rotation.

For the NS sector we select P=m. Then, setting a'= —,',
the normal-mode expansions of the string coordinates
have the usual form

II. TWO-DIMENSIONAL SUPERSTRING MODELS

A. Open superstring [bjP bkvI g Pv

(2.6)

The basic open toy superstring consists of two D-
dimensional bosonic coordinates X" and Y" and two
two-component fermionic ones P", j=1,2. The gauge-
fixed action is

The analysis of the dimensionahty and spectrum of the
theory can be carried out using conformal tech-
niques. ' The action becomes

S= ', fd'a(a~ aX+a.Y. a Y ryj p a.—P).4''
S=,fdzdz(aX aX+aY. aY+yj .gj) .

4m.a' (2.7)

(2.1)

This action is invariant under conformal transformations,
supersymmetry transformations and O(2) rotations. The
conformal symmetry is the remnant after gauge fixing of
the invariance under reparametrizations of the world
sheet, common to every string theory. The supersym-
metry relates the bosonic and the fermionic components:

Here, we have rotated to Euclidean time, o. =io. , and
used the conformal variables z =e +', z =e ' . We
have also introduced the eonformal ferrnionic fields
Pj(z ) =&2/z P( i lnz ), whe—re P(o ) is defined as
p+(o, +o') for a' )0 and as 1(PI (cr, —o') for o' (0.

The Noether currents associated with the symmetries
of the action are

6X"=e JP" 5 Y~=cJ~e jQ""

op"= ip a~"e~+—id"p a Y"e",
(2.2)

I.= —
—,'(ax ax+aY a Y+y j-aqj),

Gj=iq~. aX+i.jkqk. aY, T= (2.8)

q j=R~ P R HO(2) (2.3)

where c~ is antisymmetric with c,
' = 1 and e~ are

Grassmann-valued constants. The O(2) symmetry in-
volves rotations among the two fermionic coordinates:

where L, G~, and T are the currents of the conformal
symmetry, the supersymmetry, and the O(2) symmetry,
respectively. These satisfy an X =2 superconformal alge-
bra '
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T(z)T(w )-
2(z —w)

GJ(z)T(w ) —. jkG k( )

GJ(z)G "(w )-25i" + L(w)
(z —w) z w

2
z

T(w)+ BT(w)
1

(z —w)' Z N

L(z)T(w)- T(w)+ BT(w ),1 1

(z —w) Z /D

L(z)G'(w ) —— G'(w)+ ()G'(w),3 1 1

2 (z —w) z N

'
(2.9)

L(z)L(w)- — + L(w)+ BL(w) .3 D 2 1

2 (z —w) (z —w) Z LU,

c=e, b=e

pi= gybe

C=e~, a=e
(2.10)

The string coordinates are supplemented by ghost
fields c and b for the conformal symmetry, y' and pi for
the two supersymmetries, and C and B for the 0(2) sym-
metry. Their bosonized expressions are

(2.11)

where k is the X-momentum of the state. The condition
k =0 ensures that the vertex V( '(k) has the correct
conformal dimension, h = 1. When multiplied by c or in-
tegrated over z, this vertex is BRST invariant.

Higher states are obtained by applying a suitable num-
ber of fermionic fields P. To give a physical state, these
operators must appear in the combination
where g„ is a polarization tensor satisfying

g„,k"=g„k'=0. In two dimensions these requirements
are very stringent: j and k must be dift'erent. The result-
ing allowed physical states have zero norm. Therefore,
any higher state in the NS sector is spurious. We con-
clude that there is only one physically relevant NS state,
the vacuum lo&Ns.

To describe the content of the R sector we construct
the spin fields. ' ' First, bosonize the fermionic
coordinates as follows:

one expects the only relevant parameter to be the loca-
tion of the center of mass. Therefore, once the projection
to the toy model has been applied, only one bosonic de-
gree of freedom should remain. The world-sheet super-
symmetry provides a partner state. We next show that
this expectation is indeed satisfied.

The physical states are built up over the sl(2)-invariant
vacuum state l0). The lowest NS state, l0)Ns, is ob-

1
'2

tained applying the ghosts e ~ and e ~ to
l
0 ) . The

corresponding vertex operator is

y(NS)(k) —P —P ik.x

From Eq. (2.9), we see that the conforinal weights of L,
6, and. T are 2, —,', and 1, respectively. Consequently, the
central charges for the ghosts c, y, and C are —26, 11,
and —2, respectively. The conformal anomaly for the
ghost system is c = —6. This cancels the conformal
anomaly of the string coordinates provided that the
dimensionality is D =2.

As usual, the cancellation of the conformal anomaly
can be viewed as arising from the nilpotency of a Becchi-
Rouet-Stora-Tyutin (BRST) operator Q associated with
the %=2 superconformal algebra (2.9) and the ghost sys-
tem (2.10). This operator is presented in Refs. 24 and 25,
where its nilpotency is explicitly verified.

As discussed in the Introduction, we are interested in
the toy-superstring limit of this model for which there is
translational invariance in the Y directions. We thus as-
sume that the Y'coordinates take values in a compactified
space on a torus of arbitrarily small radius e, given as the
quotient of R by a lattice Ao. The Y momentum of the
states is quantized in multiples of 1/e, so in the limit of
vanishing e only states with p =0 remain at finite ener-
gies. The spectrum of the model is restricted to these
states.

Since the open toy superstring has two bosonic space-
time coordinates and critical dimension two, it admits of
a simple physical interpretation. The bosonic part of the
string may be viewed as a spatially one-dimensional ob-
ject lying in one spatial dimension, i.e., a map of I' to R'.
As the longitudinal oscillations are decoupled and as no
transversal oscillations are possible, on physical grounds

(2.12)

where c(+ei) is a cocycle operator, ensuring correct
statistics. Then, the spin fields are

gA, a —eA y+a P (2.13)

V(R) (k a ) y a g(A, —,—)eik x (2.14)

where u& describes the polarization of the state. For a
physical state, u ~ satisfies

(2.15)

where I J" are the gamma matrices defined by the OPE

where A =( A ', A )=(+—,', +—,
' ) is the coordinate part of

the vector associated with the spin field, and
a =(+—,', +—,

'
) is the ghost part.

The spin fields split into two classes of opposite chirali-
ties, according to the parity of the number of minus signs
in ( A, a ). The operator-product expansions (OPE's) be-
tween operators from different classes have fractional
powers of (z —w ). We must therefore select one class. In
each class there are two spin fields with conformal dimen-
sion appropriate for creation of a state when applied to
the sl(2)-invariant vacuum l0 ). These have
a =( —

—,', —
—,
' ). For simplicity, we write a = ( —,—).

The integrand of the BRST-invariant vertex operator
that creates a physical state is
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1(rj"(z)S "(w )- 1 1 (f gP)A g8
&2 &z —w

The spin-field states in the R sector are bispinors that
have bosonic statistics and that transform as a vector un-
der the Lorentz group. The conditions (2.15) select a sin-
gle state in the R sector. It is the R partner of the NS
vacuum. Any other state in the R sector, constructed
from a spurious NS state, is itself spurious.

Therefore, the spectrum of the theory consists of two
states.

A consequence of the simple structure of the open toy
superstring is that the question of orientability does not
arise at the level of the spectrum. However, the orient-
able and unorientable models may be distinguished at the
loop level, as is discussed in Sec. IV.

Paton-Chan factors' may also be attached to the ends
of the open superstring. These factors provide a repre-
sentation of an internal-symmetry group G. The
specification of a state then also involves a matrix in that
representation. In principle, the allowed groups and rep-
resentations may be constrainted by requirements of uni-
tarity and factorization of the amplitudes; see Sec. III.

(2.16)

For the fermionic coordinates,

Pg'(o, m. ) =Rg+ P~"(o,O), (2.18)

where R
& + C 0(2).

The bosonic coordinates split into sums of right-
moving parts, functions of o. =o. —o'' only, and left-
moving ones, functions of 0.+=a. +o' only. Thus, for
example, X"(cr)=X/(cr+)+Xg(cr ). For the fermionic
coordinates, Pg are functions of o. only, while iI'jjp' are
functions of 0. only.

The boundary conditions do not mix the left and the
right movers. R&+ is the rotation for the left-moving
fermions and R& is that for the right-moving ones. In
each sector, according to the sign of the determinant of
R&, we have NS or R boundary conditions. There are
therefore four sectors, which we denote (NS,NS), (NS,R),
(R,NS), (R,R).

We first focus on the (NS, NS) sector, fixing the angle
P=rr for both right and left movers. The string coordi-
nates have normal-mode expansions

—X
—2in cre

2ln a'
(2 19)

(o+ )
— g b Je 21Po'

r EZ+1/2

B. Closed superstring

The basic closed toy superstring may also be construct-
ed with two bosonic coordinates X and Y and two fer-
mionic ones g' and P . The action is the same as that of
the open toy superstring, Eqs. (2.1). The difference be-
tween the two models lies in the boundary conditions.
For the bosonic coordinates, we assume periodic bound-
ary conditions

X"(o,~)=X"(cr,O), Y"(o,~)= Y"(o,O) . . (2.17)

le "I ']=[q"p']=in"'
Ibj" b"

I = Ib'" b I =|i
(2.20)

In the conformal approach, we rotate to Euclidean
time, o. =io. , and introduce the conformal variables
z =e '~ +'~ ', z =e ' '~ '. The conformal fields are re-
lated to the string coordinates by

X=ZX, Y=2Y,
z z

(2.21)

From now on we drop that caret over the conformal
fields.

The action becomes

S=, ', Idz dz(aX KX+aY KY+P aP +y& aP ).8+a'

(2.22)

It is invariant under two independent sets of X =2 super-
conforrnal transformations, one for the right movers and
one for the left movers. The associated currents have the
structure (2.8) and generate two N=2 superconformal
algebras of the form (2.9). The theory must therefore be
supplemented with four pairs of ghost-antighost fields, c-
b, yJ-/3~, and C B. All of th-em have both right and left
movers. The analysis for the cancellation of the confor-
mal anomaly is carried out independently in the two sec-
tors and yields the critical dimensionality D= 2.

According to the prescription that implements the pro-
jection, we want the Y coordinates to be compactified on
a torus of arbitrarily small radius e, defined as the quo-
tient of R by a lattice A0. This restricts the spectrum of
the model to states with p =0. The left and right
movers can be treated independently:

—Y
Y' =q +p "cr++—g "

e
n&0

aY

n&0

(2.23)

where pL and pz assume discrete values, multiples of 1/e.
When e tends to zero, only those states with pI =pz =0
remain at finite energies. Therefore, the spectrum con-
tains these states only.

The physics of the closed toy superstring follows con-
siderations similar to those of the previous section. Here,
the map is from S' to R'. Taking into account the
world-sheet supersymmetry, and since the center of mass
involves both left and right coordinates, the model may
be expected to contain four states. Next, we demonstrate
this explicitly.

Similar expressions hold for Xz, Yz, and P, with a
cx, and b ~ replaced by a, a, and b~, respectively.

Canonical quantization imposes the nonvanishing corn-
mutation relations

[coax&, coax~] =[cc i' czar~] = [cc +&,cc +~]=[cc i' cc ")

=m5
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The analysis of the physical spectrum parallels that of
the open string. There is only one physical state in the
(NS, NS) sector. The integrand of the BRST-invariant
vertex operator associated with this state is

i(k/2). XL i(ki2).XRk =e Le e

Canonical quantization yields the following nonvanish-
ing commutation relations:

[&Xp &Xv] —[ Yp Yv] —[&Xp —Xv] — g pv

[n', nI]=ms +„tiIJ,
(2.28)

Xc( —1, —1; —1, —1), (2.24) ]=in"' [q"P']=
Z

n"

Xc( —1, —1;/1, —,—), (2.25)

where u „satisfies the conditions (2.15).
The spectrum of the model therefore consists of four

states.

where k is the momentum of the state and c is the cocycle
operator. We must require k =0 for this vertex operator
to have the correct conformal dimension; therefore, the
state is massless.

Similar conditions hold for the NS-R, R-NS, and R-R
sectors. Integrands of the BRST-invariant vertex opera-
tors for states in these other sectors are obtained by using
spin fields, e.g.,

i(k/2) XL ~+.—p+ (ki/2) XR ( g ——
)V'(ku=eeeu„S

[
—I J]——i bIJ [b jp bkv~ b gjk pv

S=, Jdz dz(()x Ox+BY $Y +OX ()X
8m+'

+it/' ()p ) . (2.29)

From the commutation relations (2.28) we obtain the
standard OPE for the conformal fields:

The factors of —,
' in the commutators of the zero modes of

F~ and XL reflect the truncation of these coordinates to a
single sector.

In the conformal approach the string coordinates are
replaced by conforrnal fields as in Eq. (2.21). The action
becomes

C. Heterotic strings

Toy heterotic strings have added interest because their
spectra are more complex. We consider here heterotic
combinations of the N=2 closed string with the 26-
dimensional bosonic string. Note that our treatment of
the Y coordinates di6'ers from that of Ref. 7.

The string coordinates for this model are the following:
the two-dimensional bosonic field X=XL+Xz, the su-
persymmetric multiplet partners YR and p of XR, and
the interpal bosonic left movers Xl, I=1, . . . , 24. The
action is

fdo+do a,X-a X+a Y, a Y,2''A

+ —'p* a p +a,x,'a x,' .
2

Xg(z)xi (co )-—2))' ln(z —co ),
XL(z)xi (co)- —t) ln(z —co),

Xg (z )XR ( io )-Yg (z ) YR ( io ) = —2)" ln(z —co ),
P"(z)g" (~)-&'"q"~ — k~ — k ~ 1

Z CO

(2.30)

that generate an N=2 superconformal algebra, and a
current

The action (2.29) is invariant under conformal transfor-
mations as well as under an N=2 supersymmetry and an
O(2) symmetry among the right coordinates. Conse-
quently, there is a set of conserved currents

I.= ,'(FX,—aX,+KY, .FY, +P aP ),
(2.31)

Gj=&(p $X, +Eikqk. aY, ),

(2.26) L = —
—,'(Bx -()X +()X BX ) (2.32)

X=qx+pxo'+ —' X —X
—2incr " —2inae + e

a~
YR=qY+pYo + —' y "e

n~O n

b je 2ll'o'

r EX+1/2
—I

XI —I+—I ++ I y "
e 2ina—

2 „o n

(2.27)

For the left movers we assume periodic boundary con-
ditions. As in the closed string, the boundary conditions
for the right movers allow two sectors: NS and R. In the
NS sector we set P=n. The string coordinates then have
the normal-mode expansions

—,'(mass) =
—,'(p") +N+ ,'(p )2+N —1, —(2.33)

that generates a conformal algebra.
The theory must therefore be supplemented with

ghosts c, yj, and C, and antighosts b, Pj, and B. The c b-
pair has both right and left movers; the others have only
right movers. The analysis of the conformal dimension is
carried out independently in each sector. As in the open
string, the dimensionality in the right sector is Gxed to be
D=2. In the left sector, the cancellation of the confor-
mal anomaly requires the number of internal coordinates
to be 24.

The physical states lie in the zero Q- and Q-
cohomology class, where Q and Q are the BRST opera-
tors for the superconformal ' and the conformal ' alge-
bras, respectively. The mass of a physical state is given
by
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(X) (X)

N = y (ax „.ax+ ar „.a„)+ g
n=1 r =1/2

N=g (a „a„+a „a„).
n=1

(2.34)

48X47/2=1128 independent states. Other lattices in-
volve suitable projections and recombinations typically
resulting in a dift'erent number of states, much as for the
usual fermionic representation of the E8XE8 heterotic
string.

The vertex operator in the fermionic representation is

(2.38)

The level-matching condition is

—'(p ) +N= —,'(p ) +N 1. — (2.35)

wh«e the (QJ") are the moments of the bilinear fer-
mionic current Q~"= —,

' p+p+ forming a representation of
the affine so(48) algebra.

The internal coordinates XL take values in a
compactified space. We take this to be a torus defined as
the quotient of I by a lattice A. Following the philoso-
phy outhned in the Introduction, we also take the Fz
coordinates to be valued on a torus defined as the quo-
tient of R by a lattice Ao. Note that (p ) —(p ) E2Z.
The lattices and the radii of compactification are further
restricted by modular invariance, as discussed in Sec. IV.

An analysis similar to that for the open string shows
that at the massless level in the right sector there are two
states, for which p =0 and N=O. Therefore, in the left
sector we must consider only states for which
—,((p ) +N —1=0. This condition is satisfied if either
(p ) =2 and N=O or (P ) =0 and N= l. In the former
case there are winding excitations (charged states)
~P ) I3) ~0); in the latter there are oscillator excitations
(neutral states) a, ~O) (3) ~0)". The potentially physical
state with a two-dimensional excitation g a, ~0) C8) ~0)
is spurious and need not be considered. For example, if
the lattice A is Dz4 there are 2 X 24X 23/2= 1104
charged states and 24 neutral ones, for a total of 1128
states.

The vertex operators associated with these states are

ih IXiL( k /2 ) XL i ( k /2 ) X)(V'(k, h)=e e e "c h

III. TREK AMPI. ITUDKS

In this section we obtain tree-level scattering ampli-
tudes for the toy superstrings presented in Sec. II. For
definiteness we treat four-point amplitudes, but the com-
putations can be generalized to n points. Note that at the
tree level the one-, two-, and three-point amplitudes are
trivial: the one-point amplitudes vanish since a state with
nonzero momentum cannot disappear into the vacuum;
the two-point amplitudes describe the free propagation of
the state; while the vanishing of the three-point ampli-
tudes implies the absence of three-point vertices at the
string level.

For simplicity, in what follows we omit from the ex-
pressions for amplitudes the delta functions ensuring con-
servation of momenta. We also set the coupling con-
stants g and ~ to one.

A. Open superstring

We begin by presenting the calculation of the tree-level
amplitude for four external NS states in the open toy-
superstring model. The vertex for the open-superstring
state in the F1 formalism is

(2.36)
IV( k )

—. ik.x(z). (3.1)

where k is the two-dimensional momentum, h is the 24-
dimensional one, g is a polarization vector, and c(h) is
the cocycle operator. The correct conformal dimension
is ensured by the conditions k =0 and h =2.

Alternatively, the internal coordinates can be described
in the fermionic representation. The 24 fields Xz are re-
placed by 48 fermions

b /e —zir~

r EX+1/2
(2.37)

A massless state has the form T'"b ' )/zb )/2~0), where
T~ is an antisymmetric matrix describing the polariza-
tion of the state. For example, in the case of D24 we must
take all possible antisymmetric matrices, so that there are

where z =e', k =0, and where o' has been extended
from —m to 0 with the bosonic coordinates defined
symmetrically. The vertex in the F2 formalism is

V(k, z ) =z ' 'I G, , [G,', IV(k, z)]]

= —z ' 'I G,', [6, , W(k, z)]J

=[k F(z)+2k P'(z)k itr (z)]:e' (3.2)

where the 6, are the moments of the snpersymmetry
currents G~ and where the overdot denotes a derivative
with respect to o. .

The four-point tree-level amplitude may be computed
using coherent-state methods. The result for the u chan-
nel is'
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~;i,;"„=f ' *(—k, (V(k„))V(k„z)(k,)

( —k, ~[kz. Y(1)+2kz.lt'(l)k, .g'(1)]:e ':[k, Y(z)+2k, P'(z)k, g'(z)]:e ':~k4)

z (1—z) k.k(1 —k k )
dz k3 k4 k2-k3 z
z 2 3 2 3 (1 )z

sr& ——rl ——
2 2

0I
2

(3.3)

This amplitude has cyclic symmetry.
The same result is readily obtained using conformal methods. The amplitude for four scalar states involves the ver-

tices cV~ &', ~(k}, Jdz V~, '
&~(k) and their BRST transforms eV(oo)(k), jdz V~DO~)(k). Here, V~ &', )(k) is given

by Eq. (2.11). A BRST transform is obtained via a g manipulation ' and is the conformal equivalent of a vertex in the
F2 formalism. Thus, we find

eV'(Oo)(k)=[Q, g'[Q, g cV(,' ()(k)]]=c(ik (3Y+k.g'k g)e. ' +ghosts, (3.4)

with an analogous expression for jdz V~0 0~~(k). Here, Q is the BRST operator for the %=2 superconformal algebra
(2.9) (Refs. 24 and 25). The amplitude for four external scalar states'is

Ae('e'z „=(ce ' 'e ' c(ikz ()l'+k ek'kzz )e()zfdz'(ik, ()l' —k, ek'kz ck )e ' ce ' 'e '
)

srl ——r& ——
2 2

Qr—
2

(3.5)

Conformal techniques allow also the computation of amplitudes involving an even number of spin-field states. Am-
plitudes with an odd number of spin-field states vanish due to statistics. To evaluate four-point amplitudes, we need the
BRST-invariant spin-field vertices cV~ ' )(k) and f dz V~

' ~(k) obtained from Eq. (2.14). Taking into account the
physical conditions (2.15), the polarization of the spin-field vertices is u++ =&i/2(k, +ko). The amplitudes with four
spin-field states and with two scalar states and two spin-field states evaluated in the u channel are

(A&& & ) ik 'X (A2& & ) ik 'X (A3y ) ) ik3-X (A4, —,—) ik X
Aeg'"„=ueueueue(cS ' '

e ' cS ' '
e ' S ' '

e ' cS ' '
e

I (k3 k4)I (k2 k3)
r(1+k3.k4+k2 k3)

sI 1 ——I 1 ——
2 2

r—
2

(3.6)

and

I (k3 k~)l (1+k2.k3)
"I(1+k k+k k )

sr l- —r &-—
2 2

Qr—
2

(3.7)

These coincide with the four-scalar amplitude, Eq. (3.3}. This might have been expected on the basis of world-sheet su-
persymmetry; nevertheless, it is a nontrivial result that arises from appropriate recombinations of terms in the expres-
sions for the amplitudes.

The full amplitude, invariant under all permutations of external states, is found by summing over inequivalent chan-
nels:
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A open 1
4

srl ——r& ——
2 2

0r
2

sr—
2

0 sr l ——ri ——
2 2

r—
2

(3.8)

Since D =2, A4 '" has no pole and is identically zero. This may be viewed as a consequence of the vanishing of the
three-point amplitudes. The factorization of the four-point amplitude for an intermediate state on mass shell is trivial
because the three-point amplitudes that would appear in the residue of the singularity are zero.

Note that when Paton-Chan factors' are included, the four-point amplitude may not vanish in general. Further-
more, constraints on the possible assignment of Paton-Chan factors may arise from factorization of the six-point or
higher-point amplitudes.

B. Closed superstring

For the closed toy superstring, the vertex in the (NS, NS) sector is

V(k)=4V~ —,1 Vi —,1k k
(3.9)

where Vz and Vl have the form (3.2).
In the computation of the amplitude 2 = ( V, 6 V2b, V3b. V4 ), the propagator is replaced by

—1

y
dzdz io I.o

47m ~z~ 1 2jzz
(3.10)

to ensure that only those states satisfying the constraint Lp Lp =0 propagate.
The integrand in the amplitude factorizes into the product of two open-string integrands. However, the region of in-

tegration is different for the closed superstring, being over the interior of the world sheet rather than over its boundary.
Furthermore, the region of integration is extended from the unit disk to the whole complex plane to ensure summation
over the possible radial orderings of the external states.

The amplitude with four scalar states is

g closed~ 4NS

k4 k, k2 k3VL, 1 VL, z
2 '

2

4 2 (k3 k4)/2 (k2 k3)/2 —4 2 k3
d zlzl ' ' ll zl

4

2
k2 k3l—

4

Qr—
8

(3.11)

This amplitude is invariant under any interchange of the external particles, as expected. Like the open-superstring am-
plitude, the closed-superstring amplitude does not display any pole structure. This can again be understood as a conse-
quence of the vanishing of the three-point amplitudes.

Using conformal techniques, one can compute this amplitude and others involving also spin-field states. We have ex-
plicitly verified that all nontrivial four-point amplitudes give the same result, Eq. (3.11). This might be anticipated on
the basis of world-sheet supersymmetry.

C. Heterotic strings

For massless states of the toy heterotic strings, the vertex has the form (3.9) with Vz an open-superstring vertex and
VL a suitable vertex for the left-moving sector.

Taking into account the level-matching condition for propagating states, the propagator —,'(Lo+Lo —1) is replaced
by

Lo Lo 1z'z'
4

(3.12)
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The factor —1 arises from the shift in the mass formula.
We consider in detail amplitudes involving four external scalar states. In the bosonic description, neutral and

charged internal-symmetry states are associated with distinct vertices as in (2.36). In this approach, there are different
possible four-point tree-level amplitudes for different choices of external states.

The amplitude for four charged states with internal momentum h„ is

het U/2 1
~h], h2, h], h4 ( ) ~23~34 4

S uI 1 ——I 1 ——I 1 ——
8 8 8

r

s S t T u UI 2+ ———I 2+ ———I 2+ ———
8 2 8 2 8 2

U/2 1
~23~24~34 4

s Sr —1 ——+—
8 2

t T u Ur —1 ——+—r —1 ——+—
8 2 8 2

ur—
8

(3.13)

where e; =e(h;, h ) are the cocycle factors, and
S=(h3+h4) =4+2h3 h4, etc. The amplitude with one
neutral state is

~h], $2, h3, h4 ]0 ~13 14~341 (k2 k442 3 k2 k302 4 ) ~

(3.14)

where

Using the properties of the Q (Ref. 11),

g ~o&=o, m &o; z g =g z"-
(3.19)

[T;Q,T Q„]=[T;,TJ]Q +„+ 5 +„tr(T,T ),
2

the contribution (3.18) may be determined. The contribu-
tion from the X"and the right-moving sector is

sr ——r ——
8 8

s tr —r—
8 8

ur ——
8

ur—
8

(3.15)

1 1 z k2 k3 1—
4 4

~(k3 k4)/2~ ~(k2.k])j2
(3.20)

and $2 is the polarization of the neutral state. The ampli-
tude with two neutral states is

Integrating over the complex plane, the final result is

~h, , g, , g, , h,
——]', &]4)' 4 ~402 I]4k2 k3 a""= —44

s ur 1 ——I 1 ——I 1 ——
8 8 8

k2 k4k3 k4
+~ ~ 4-k k2' 3

(3.16)

The amplitude with three neutral states vanishes due to
lattice-charge conservation. The amplitude with four
neutral states is

k2 k4k2. k3
A&"&

& &
=

—,],y g3 g4g] (2 +cyclic
3 4

(3.17)
All four amplitudes (3.13), (3.14), (3.16), and (3.17) are in-
variant under permutation of the external states.

These amplitudes are unified in the fermionic descrip-
tion. The vertex V(k, T) is given by Eq. (2.38). The con-
tribution of the internal coordinates to the integrand of
the four-point amplitude is

Lo —2
0 T~Q& X TzQ z X T&Q„T~Q, 0)

m n

(3.18)

s t uI —I —I
8 8 8

tr( T, T2 )tr( T3 T4 )
X s(8+s)

tr(T] T3T2T4+ T] T4T2T3)—2 +cyclic
tu

(3.21)

where T„are the polarization matrices for the external
states.

The same result is found using the conformal ap-
proach. Scattering amplitudes with spin-field states may
similarly be determined via conformal techniques. As in
the cases of the open and closed toy superstrings, these
amplitudes coincide with (3.21).

The amplitude (3.21) exhibits duality; i.e., it is invari-
ant under interchange of the external states. It does not
vanish identically. Nontrivial scattering among the
string states is possible.
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The structure of this amplitude is similar to the corre-
sponding amplitude for the ten-dimensional heterotic
string. " The first term in the parenthesis can be associat-
ed in the 26-dimensional sector with a disconnected dia-
gram as it arises from (0~ V, V@~0)(0~ V3V~~O) in the
evaluation of the amplitude. The second term can be in-
terpreted as the exchange of an intermediate state be-
tween the initial state containing the particles 1,2 and the
final state containing 3,4. The absence of a pole associat-
ed with the intermediate state cannot be imputed to the
26-dimensional sector of the theory. Indeed, this sector
allows for a three-point vertex proportional to
tr( T, T2 T3 ). However, since

oo oo
1 Csr+6) Csrg exp

n=1 n=1 r&s

—2mX
lnQ)

D/2
ln csr

2 inca

k„.k,

(4.1)

the product of the external vertices with propagators act-
ing between adjacent vertices.

The contribution from the bosonic coordinate X has a
form similar to that of the 26-dimensional bosonic string:

(ce ' 'e ' c(ik .BY—k g'k g )e

ik X
Xce ' 'e ' ) =0, (3.22)

where k„are the external momenta and D=2. Here,
r, s = 1, . . . , 4 denote the external states and
67 x 1x2x 3x4 c x + 1 x The result can be ex-
pressed in a more compact form with the function

the two-dimensional sector causes the three-point vertex
to vanish.

IV. ONE-LOOP AMPLITUDES
g(c, co) = 2rri e—xp (4.2)

In this section, we present one-loop four-point scalar-
state amplitudes for the toy superstrings of Sec. II. We
begin with some remarks about the lower-point ampli-
tudes, all of which vanish to this order.

At the one-loop level, the one-point amplitude contains
a factor ( b, V). In the open and the heterotic toy super-
strings this vanishes because the vertex contains
(k Y—2k g'k g ). In the closed toy superstring, the
only nonvanishing contribution could come from the zero
modes of Y, which enter both VI and V~; however, this
vanishes on-shell since k =0. The vanishing of the one-
point amplitude corresponds to a zero one-loop contribu-
tion to the vacuum expectation values of the string states.

In all the models, the two-point amplitude is propor-
tional to k& k2 due to the trace over Y and P'g . Since
k1= —k2 and k. =0, the amplitudes vanish. The propa-
gator receives no one-loop corrections.

The three-point amplitudes for the open and the
heterotic toy superstrings could have nonzero contribu-
tions only from the trace involving the zero modes of Y.
However, the dynamics of the process excludes this possi-
bility. For the closed toy superstring, the same analysis is
slightly more involved because the zero modes of Y are
common to the left and right vertices. Nevertheless, the
result holds. Thus, the three-point vertices of these toy
modes remain zero at one-loop order.

A. Open superstring

For the open toy superstring, the simplest four-point
contribution is the planar loop. This involves the trace of

Here, 01 is Jacobi's theta function, and the variables
v=v, „and r are related to c =c,„and co by v=lnc/2mi, .

r=lnco/2mi For. simplicity, we write f„, for g(c,„,co). In
terms of these quantities, Eq. (4.1) becomes

D/2

+ (1 —~")
n=1

exp g k„k,in/„,
r(s

(4 3)

The contributions to the amplitude for the planar loop
due to Y and g', g can be split into three groups: one
for the traces of two Y and two 1tj'p, another for the
trace of four g'g, and the last for the trace of four Y.
These traces may be evaluated by exponentiating the
various terms and using coherent-state methods. At the
end of the calculation, only the terms linear in all the po-
larizations are kept.

Particular care is important in dealing with the zero
modes of Y. Although these modes do not enter the corn-
putation of the tree-level diagrams, they are essential for
one- and higher-loop amplitudes. They may be treated as
follows, using the prescription for the projection dis-
cussed in the Introduction. The absence of q in the ver-
tex is due to the translational invariance in the Y direc-
tions. We take Y to be defined on a torus of arbitrarily
small radius e. The momentum p therefore take values
on a lattice and is quantized in multiples of 1/e. The in-
tegral over p is then replaced by a sum over the lattice
points. In the evaluation of the loop amplitude, we must

Lotake moments of co
' with respect to p . We therefore

need to consider a sum of the form

'k
m

exp
4e

k1m2 1
1nco = — (B~ )"g exp24' 2 2

m

(2k —1 )!!
(

( —1nco)"

3 = —(1nco)/4

(4.4)
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This is just the result one would get if Y were not
compactified, except for a factor ( —in~co~/2') . Thus,
the net effect of taking the radius of compactification e to
zero is that we can perform the Gaussian integration over
p and afterwards replace the factor ( —2'/in~co~ ) by
one.

The result of the trace over products of Y is
(+ ) exp g k„k, g (c,'„—co'/c, '„)

r&s
(4.8)

In addition to the fermionic partition function
Q„"=»z(1—co"), the trace over the fermionic coordi-
nates gives

2

(1—co") exp g k„k, g (c,"„+co"/c,"„)
n=1 r&s n=l

(4.5)

The first factor is the bosonic partition function. Of the
two terms in the exponential, the first is due to the trace
over the oscillator modes, while the second is the result of
the integration over p . It is understood that one has to
expand the exponential in power series, keep only the
terms linear in all the kr, and set k„=kr. This can be ac-
complished introducing an integration over Grassmann
variables 8„and y„. Equation (4.5) then becomes

where the sign is negative for a two-fermion trace or for a
four-fermion one in which 1 is paired with 3 and 2 with 4.
This expression can also be written as an integral over
Grassmann variables:

fd8„dy„exp g k„k,(8„6,+p„y, )%„, , (4.9)
r &s

where

(4.10)

is the two-point fermionic correlation function for the an-
nulus. It can be expressed as

n=1

where

Xexp g k„k,8„y„8,y, Q„,
r &s

(4.6)
f(c,co) =rl(c, co) rl(v c—, &co),

(4.11)
r1(c,co) =c8,in/(c, co) .

Assembling the contributions of the three groups yields

Q(c, co) = + g (c"+co"/c")
into

I II (1—co") II (1—co")
n=1 r= 1/2

(4.12)

(4.7) where

4

f d &;dy; exp
' g k„k,(+„,&„&,++„,y„q, &„,&„&,g „q,—)
r&s

(4.13)

There is a further contribution from the trace over the two bosonic- and two fermionic-ghost excitations. This can-
cels the partition functions in Eqs. (4.3) and (4.12).

The resulting amplitude is

i=1 0 CO „1 0 P„

Xexp g k„k, [in/„, +4„,(8„8,+y„qr, )+Q„,P„p„8,y, ]
r&s

(4.14)

where the subscript P refers to the planar loop. As at the
tree level, the full planar amplitude is given by a sum
over noncyclic permutations of external states. The net
effect is to remove the 0 functions and integrate p„ from
co to 1.

The result (4.14) is the one-loop amplitude for the case
of a NS-sector string propagating around the loop. %'e
must also consider the case of R-sector propagation. The
effect is the replacement of ql as given by Eq. (4.10) with
the fermionic two-point function appropriate to the
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choice of boundary condition. The sum of these expres-
sions yields the full amplitude.

In a similar way, the nonplanar loops can be comput-
ed. The only novelty is the introduction of twisting fac-
tors between the vertices. ' When the two external
states belong to different boundaries of the annulus, this
amounts to replacing the correlation function P in Eq.
(4.2) by

straightforward. We begin by considering the amplitude
in which a NS-sector string propagates around the loop.
The function g is replaced by

ln cy(c, co) =exp

X 1 —c " (1—~"c )(1—co"/c )

n)2

gr(c, co) =2m exp (4.15)
Im v—2& exp
Imz

(4.17)

and 4, 0 in Eq. (4.13) by %'z-, Qz. , respectively. There is
also a change in the domain of the integration of the p„:
they are integrated over (

—1, —co) or (co, 1). Further-
more, we must sum over the possible choices for NS- or
R-sector strings propagating in the loop.

For the case of the nonorientable open toy superstring,
we must also include the Mobius loop. Here, the correla-
tion function P of Eq. (4.2) is replaced by

inv ~&(v ~r+r')
P~(c, co) = 2' e—xp (4.16)

0', (0, r+ ,')—
and 4, 0 in Eq. (4.13) are replaced by %'~, A~, respec-
tively. For the Mobius loop, the domain of integration of
the pz becomes (

—1, —co) U (co, 1) and we must sum over
the possible choices of NS- or R-sector strings propaga-
ting in the loop.

B. Closed superstring

0 (c,co) = —cB,cB,in'(c, co),

0 (c,co)= —cB cB in'(c, co),

0 (c,co)=Q (c,co)= —cB,cB in'(c, co),

g (c,co) =cB,in'(c, co),

ri"(c,co) =c8 1ny(c, co),

(4.18)

4 (c,co)=g (c,co) —g (&c,&co),

'P (c,co)=ri (c,co) —g (&c,&co) .

and 0, g, and %' are replaced by the analogous functions
defined in terms of y (Ref. 40):

The computation of the one-loop amplitude for the
torus diagram for the closed toy superstring is now

The four-point amplitude for this spin structure is there-
fore

(4.19)

where the superscript denotes the spin structure.
To obtain the complete one-loop amplitude, we must

add the contributions from all spin structures. These
contributions differ from (4.19) by appropriate replace-
ments for the fermionic two-point functions.

Each summand of the full amplitude has the form
(4.19). Under the transformation v —+v+ 1 and v~v+r,
the function y and the bosonic functions 0 are invariant.
Furthermore, the fermionic functions change at most by

a sign, and they occur only in even powers. Thus, the ex-
pression (4.19) is invariant. The region of integration of p
is therefore restricted so that 0~ Im(v;) ~ 1m(r) and——'~Re(v ) & —'.

2 2'
The modular invariance of the full amplitude is verified

in the standard way. The invariance of the individual
amplitudes of the form (4.19) under v ~v+ 1, v~v is im-
mediate. Consider then the behavior of these amplitudes
under the modular transformation v~v= v/r,
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r~~= —1/~ . The function y becomes y(Y, r)
k„k, /2 .=y(v, ~)/~r~. The factor Q„&,y„," ' is modular invari-

ant because g, &,k„k, =0. Other sources of powers of
~r~ are as follows. The functions 0, 0, 0, 0
change according to cB,1ny(c, co)=(1 /2~i )B„lnj'
—+r(1/2~i )8 Iny and its complex conjugate. For a given

spin structure (S,S ), the functions q1 ' ' and
transform into (1/r)% ' ' and (1/r)% ' ' Si.nce the
functions S '(S) and S'(S) are one-to-one maps, the spin
structures become relabeled in the sum for the full ampli-
tude. Moreover, there is a factor ~ for any pair of
Grassmann-valued variables. The integration over the
latter leaves a factor ~~~

"'~ " . The measures d ~ and
d v, 's give a factor ~r~ . Finally, ( —8' /
in~co )=4~/Imr becomes (4~/Imr)~~~ . Combining the
above, we see that no extra power of ~r~ is introduced in
the integrations of type (4.19) by the above modular
transformation. We conclude that the full amplitude is
modular invariant.

To avoid overcounting, the integration in Eq. (4.19)
must be restricted so that ~ spans a fundamental region of
the modular group, for instance,

~
r~ ~ 1, —

—,
' ~ Re(~) ~

—,'.
Modular invariance in the full closed X =2 superstring

has been considered in Ref. 9, where it was found that the
vacuum amplitudes are modular invariant for each spin

C. Heterotic strings

The computation of the one-loop scattering amplitude
for the heterotic string follows the standard pattern. "
We start by considering the scattering of four charged
states in the bosonic description. At one-loop level the
new feature is the trace over the internal symmetry
states. The zero-mode piece contributes to the sum

4 lnp„Z= g exp —,'inca A. + g h„
A. eA „=1 ln

(4.20)

over the lattice points. Similarly, there is a lattice sum
for the Yz coordinates:

4 k„ t'
Zo = g exp —,'1nr) Ao+ g

r=~ 1nm
(4.21)

The amplitude for four charged external states is

structure separately. This conclusion also holds for our
closed toy superstrings; however, modular invariance of
one-loop amplitudes with external states requires a sum
over spin structures.

2 3 d2.
1 J' d CO ~ f P 477 ~ '"„'k,I2

(4m)4 /co/', =, [p, /' » ~l „„
4

X Q Jd11);dye; Zoexp g k„k, [%„,(8„8,+y„p, 1) A„,8„6,—1'„g, ]
r(s

1 1 h, h,

f( )P4 II 4i's (4.22)

where e is the cocycle factor associated with the internal momenta h„of the states and where 1' is given by Eq. (4.2), 0
by (4.7), g by (4.17), and q1 by (4.18).

As for the closed string, the complete amplitude is obtained summing over the possible spin structures for the right-
moving fermions. Each amplitude of the form (4.22) is invariant under v~v+1 and v~v+r. Furthermore, the fuH
amplitude is modular invariant, so that the integration in Eq. (4.22) is restricted to a fundamental region of the modular
goup, as for the closed string.

The proof follows the general pattern described for the closed-string amplitude. Note that the quantity Zo provides a
contribution canceling the zero-mode factor from the transformation of 0, while Z provides one compensating for the
change in co 'f(co) and g. In addition, to have the correct transformation properties under the modular group, the
lattices A and Ao must be self-dual. Since p =0 at the massless level, the vectors associated with the internal states
must belong to an even self-dual sublattice of A. Thus, possible symmetries of the massless states in the toy heterotic
superstrings are those with algebra roots lying on a Niemeier lattice. '

Next, we consider the one-loop amplitude in the fermionic description. The external states are described by polariza-
tion matrices T", Eq. (2.38). This results in the factor

1 $ T 1 1 T 4 4 tr( p 1

1'

1�
) 4 ) 4 F 0

)p
1 1 ' 4 4I J I J I J i j L —n —p —n —p

16 nl p& n4 p4 1 4
In I Ip I

(4.23)

Since i„&j„, the n and p indices are paired to give either a product of two traces of two T's or a trace of four T's. The
former provides factors of the type

~h ~h/~h
—,', tr( T, T2 )tr( T3 T4 ) Q

(r, s) h =1/2
(4.24)

where the product is over the pairs (r, s ) =(1,2) and (3,4). Similarly, the latter provides factors of the form
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c' —co'/c'—
—,', tr( T, T2 T3 T4 ) Q

(r, s) h =1/2
(4.25)

where the product is over all pairs (r, s) =(1,2), (2,3), (3,4), and (1,4).
The resulting amplitude for one spin structure is

X —[tr( T, T2 )tr( T, T4)1lt121p34 —2 tr( T1 Tz T, T4)%t12+23%t34%t 14+cyc ic j
1 I'

2 2 (4.26)

where

P —~ (I r)48

r=1/2
(4.27)

V. CQNCLUSIQN

The complete amplitude is obtained by summing over
spin structures. The whole sum is modular invariant, and
the integration in each summand of the form (4.26) is re-
stricted to a fundamental region of the modular group.

This amplitude has the same structure as the tree-level
amplitude (3.20). There are terms describing the ex-
change of an intermediate state and others associated
with disconnected diagrams in the 26-dimensional sector.

this type may ultimately yield insights into the physics of
ten-dimensional superstring theories.

The toy superstrings are constructed by a projection
defined via toroidal compactification from two-
dimensional models with two X and two Y coordinates.
In our closed-string models, these coordinates are further
restricted to be periodic. - The models discussed include
open superstrings, closed superstrings, and (2,0) heterotic
strings.

The spectrum and dimensionality for each toy model is
analyzed via conformal methods. Spin fields are intro-
duced and vertex operators are obtained. Tree-level and
one-loop scattering amplitudes are derived. The closed
and heterotic toy superstring amplitudes are modular in-
variant to one-loop order.

In this paper, we have formulated and explored the
basic properties of several toy superstring models. These
are models with critical dimension two that have only
two real bosonic spacetime coordinates. Apart from the
intrinsic interest of toy superstrings, simple models of
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